
Firm-farm case: Pineapple (1), Uganda 

Commodity: 
Pineapple 

Company: 
Sulma Foods 

Farmer organization: 
Farmer groups organized by the 
company 

Geographical area: 
Luwero district, Uganda 

 

Introducing the case 
This case analyses a firm-farmer contracting partnership in organic pineapple production in Uganda 
between Sulma Foods and 255 small-scale growers. Sulma foods is a private company established in 
2001, and engages in the cultivation, processing, packing and exportation of fresh and dried fruits and 

vegetables. It is one of the leading fruit and vegetable producers 
and distributors in Uganda, and focuses on selling the highest 
quality natural and organic products. This case focuses on their 
office located in the Luwero district. The Luwero district has 
favourable climate conditions for the production of pineapples. 
Pineapples are exclusively produced by smallholders, and Sulma 
foods facilitates market access of the farmers by buying product 
at good prices, as well as the promotion of local saving & credit 
groups. The company has contracts with small growers grouped 

in 14 farmer groups, with one group composed of 15-30 individuals. The groups have been formed for 
the ease of monitoring and training farmers. Data for the case was selected by use the 2-2 Tango 
questionnaire, which was scored by 20 farmers (13 male, 7 female) and 3 staff members of Sulma 
Foods.      
 
Challenge area 1: Production 
Due to its tropical location, Uganda is endowed with a wide variety of tropical fruits. Fruits contribute 
a big share of the country’s non-traditional agricultural exports and pineapple is one of the major 
fruits. In Uganda there are no large scale pineapple growers at present as pineapple is produced 
exclusively as a small holder crop, and are often intercropped with bananas. The climate of Uganda 
makes it possible to harvest pineapples twice a year unlike other areas in the world, which provides 
Uganda with a competitive advantage.  

Under the production challenge area, there seem to be significant differences in perception on 
the application of non-organic fertiliser on organic pineapples. It is presumed by the company that the 
farmers apply non-organic fertiliser and spray herbicides due to lots of weeds, while this is prohibited 
in the contract. It makes sense that farmers apply non-organic fertilizer, since they cannot afford the 
organic type, and there insufficient mulch in the pineapple fields. However, the farmers themselves 
oppose this view of the company. One farmer mentioned during the interview: “we are aware that we 
should grow the pineapples organically so we not make use of non-organic fertilisers.” Secondly, the 
firm suspects that farmers include pineapples from other fields during harvest which will compromise 
the quality of the organic pineapples supplied. Another issue concerning production is that the firm 
feels that farmers could make more use of trainings. Sulma Foods has a demonstration plot which 
they use to train farmers, while the quality of the farmer’s fields differs greatly with these 
demonstration plots. One farmer mentioned that he was trained when he joined contract farmers 
with the company but he would prefer to have some refresher courses as he forgets. 

The companies’ resentment with farmer’s growing practices is reflected in the survey. The 
company gives the lowest scores on s1.1, s1.2 and s1.8 (all 33.3%), and these statements reflect the 
production practices of farmers. The company is not too confident about for instance whether 
farmers apply organic fertilizer to the organic pineapples (s1.1), and whether farmers include foreign 
pineapples in their harvest. This is also the area in which the company disagrees most with the 
farmers, namely s1.1 (28.3%) and s1.8 (26.7%). The company is indeed satisfied with the know-how 
and training provided to the farmers (s1.3 – 100%) and s1.4 (88.9%). Farmers score a bit less high on 
these statements, but both farmers and the company agree that production is increasing (s1.5, 
average 76.6%).  



Concluding, farmers and the company both agree that farmers are provided with sufficient 
training and know-how on growing practices. They however disagree on whether this know-how is 
applied on the field, in which issue the company is more negative than the farmers. Both however 
agree that yields are increasing.  
  
Challenge area 2: Access to finance 
Farmers have challenges in financing their pineapple production. The company used to offer some 
pre-finance to farmers for preparing their production. However, the company then faced challenges 
with farmers not paying back their advance, which led them to withdraw of such assistance. Instead, 
Sulma food promotes local saving and credit groups of farmers as a way of income generating activity 
for farmers.  

In discussion groups, it came out clearly that farmers are not very positive about their access to 
bank loans, and the availability of savings accounts for farmers. Farmers highlighted that the reason 
why farmers fail to access bank loans is because ‘the interest and security fees are too high for the 
farmers’.  Farmers are not organised as official farmer groups, and they thus have to approach banks 
as individual farmers, which makes it difficult to gain access to bank accounts or loans. Farmers are 
therefore happy with the current payment method, which is in cash.  

Farmers and the company indeed are both a 100% satisfied with cash payments. The company 
seems to be not very well informed about the troubles farmers have in accessing banks. The company 
scores 88.9% on the statement ‘farmers have banking accounts’ (s2.5) whereas farmers score only 
50%. Farmers answer s2.3 concerning having saving accounts even lower (23.3%), which is also lower 
for the company (55.6%) but there is thus still a high level of disagreement.   

Concluding, farmers are quite in need of a good financing system which might boost their 
pineapple production. The company has however difficulties in setting up a good system, and does 
not seem to recognize the need for the farmers, as they are more optimistic than farmers about the 
possibilities for loans and savings at a bank.   
 
Challenge 3: Access to markets 
Organic pineapples are sold fresh and are major fruits and vegetables earmarked for export and the 
domestic market. These are sold to local supermarkets to include Nakumat, Garden City, Itallian 
supermarket and Tuskys. 70% of the pineapples are exported to countries in the Middle East to 
include Dubai and also Germany. Before 2009, the company would require 7,5kgs per farmer per 
week. However, due to a loss of market, the company now requires a total of 500g per farmer per 
week. This led to farmers remaining with surplus, but the company is searching markets for this. The 
company linked the farmers for instance to buyers from Nairobi and South Sudan, who now buy 
directly from the farmers.  

The payment farmers receive from Sulma Foods is quite high: a farmer receives 1,000 Ugandan 
shillings for a middle sized pineapple during the pineapple season, and 1,500 Ugandan shillings during 
the off season. One farmer mentioned that, “Sulma Foods buys our pineapples three times more than 
the price bought by other buyers on the market.” However, the prices are still not satisfactory to many 
farmers, because the price they receive for one pineapple is “below the production costs I incur for 
it”, one farmer explained. On the other hand, it was difficult for farmers to explain how they exactly 
calculate their production costs per pineapple, so this might also be a perception rather than reality. 
Apart from the prices, farmers are not very satisfied with the market provided. Farmers expect the 
company to buy all their pineapples, despite the quantities stipulated in the contract. They were not 
informed well why there was a decrease in the volumes required from them. One farmer explained 
that “Sulma Foods buys about 100 – 200 pineapples per month for me, but this is a very small number, 
I want them to buy more,” and this sentiment was shared by many. There are not many buyers 
available, and farmers hope that the company can do more. However, Sulma Foods is facing market 
challenges and thus has reduced their quantities. Farmers are satisfied with how they are informed on 
quality requirements. It is clear to farmers what type of pineapples is expected from them, ranging 



from quarter ripe to half ripe pineapples and their different sizes.   
The overall average score on the survey is quite high with 80.9%. Interview results are reflected 

in the survey results. The highest agreement of both farmers and company is indeed on whether 
farmers are informed on quality requirements (s3.2, average 100%) and payments (s3.7). Farmers and 
company disagree strongly on whether farmers are satisfied by the market provided by the company 
(s3.8). Farmers score only 26.7%, whereas the company rates this statement with 77.8%.  

Concluding, there are some issues around market access which need improvement, and which 
especially concern knowledge of farmers. Farmers disagree on payments, and the market provided by 
the company because they do have not enough knowledge on the market and production costs. 
 
Challenge 4: Contract 
Sulma Foods has individual contracts with farmers. These small 
scale growers are grouped in 14 farmer groups with one group 
having between 15 – 30 individuals. These farmer groups have 
been formed by the company for easy monitoring and training 
of farmers. Contracts are written in the local language of Luwero 
district. As most of the farmers are illiterate, the farmers are 
taken into a process of explaining the content of the contract, 
before the contract is sealed. To quote the Director of Sulma 
Foods: “Contracts are written in the local language and the 
contents are explained to farmers before signing.” 

The earlier described suspicion of the company that farmers use non-organic fertilizers and 
herbicides, gives the company the impression that farmers do not understand the requirements of 
the contract. Farmers however are on average quite positive about the contract, the rules laid down 
in the contract, and the opportunities they have to discuss contract issues with the company.  

They score on average 85.9% in the survey, whereas the company scores only 66.7%. The 
highest level of disagreement is on s4.1 (difference of 14.4%), and s4.6 (difference of 22.8%), which 
respectively concerns each individual farmer’s understanding of the content of the contract with the 
company, and whether the farmer follows the rules laid down in the contract.  

Concluding, the farmer is quite content with the contract they have with the company, and 
they have the feeling that there is quite some opportunity for negotiating the contract. The company 
feels this way as well, but has its doubts whether the farmer understands everything laid down in the 
contract. According to the company, this might be a reason why rules are not followed well.   
 
Challenge 5: Grading and Record keeping 
The quality standards carried out by Sulma Foods are the highest in the Ugandan food industry. The 
company evaluates quality in terms of nutrition, freshness, appearance, and taste. They do so by 
assessing every product, and by featuring food free of artificial preservatives such as colours, flavours, 
sweeteners, and hydrogenated fats. A harvest team from Sulma Foods monitors the grade and quality 
of pineapples being harvested by farmers. This is also done for the issues of traceability of the 
products; hence the harvest team monitors the presence of foreign pineapples being included in the 
supply. An Internal control system is in place for monitoring and assisting pineapple growers. This 
constitutes field officers and field supervisors who directly work with farmers who provide on farm 
advice to farmers. Farmers are trained and coached by Sulma Foods’ agronomists to include food 
safety standards, farming as a business and quality management.  Part of this is that farmers are 
taught to keep record of their practices, production and supply. This gives insight in tracking income, 
profits and losses. Two internal inspections per year are carried out at the company for hygiene 
standards. 

Due to farmer’s illiteracy and negligence, there is a lack of record keeping which is required for 
good business farming. For those that practice record keeping, consistency is questionable. One 
farmer rightfully pointed out that, “I am not consistent with record keeping and do not keep records of 



how much I have supplied to the company.” If record keeping would improve, it will improve trust 
between the company and the firm as increases transparency. 

The overall average survey score is quite high with 79.0%. In this challenge area of ‘Grading and 
Record Keeping’, it clearly shows that farmers and the company score below this average on s5.3, s5.4 
and s5.5. This statements concern whether farmers are consistent with record keeping, and aware of 
the grading system used by the company. Farmers and the company are however positive about the 
transparency at collection points. It is clear for farmers and the company how grading and crating is 
done (s5.7, average 95%) and what reasons for rejections are (s5.8, average 86,1%).  

Concluding, this challenge area related to quality scores positively on grading practices and the 
transparency surrounding it, but less positive on record keeping practices. Farmers should be 
stimulated more to be consistent in record keeping, as it improves quality and transparency.  
 
Challenge 6: Benefits of thriving farmer-firm relations 
In remote poor areas where smallholder subsistence production is the norm and lack of well-
established institutions to facilitate market exchange, contract farming has been introduced to 
provide farmers with the assured sell of their crops and agro business firms to provide a steady supply 
of agricultural output. In addition to aiding farmers in income generation from pineapples, Sulma 
Foods is currently in the initial stage of setting up solar driers in communities of pineapple farmers, to 
be able to supply the company with dried pineapples. This initiative came up when the company 
realized that there is a bigger market for dried pineapples than fresh pineapples. Another initiative is 
that the company has facilitated savings groups for the farmers, for them to be able to make some 
savings and to lend money from these groups whenever there is need. 

Farmers and the company both agree that the contract provides farmers with an important 
income share. The farmers agree that pineapple production provides them with a steady income as 
evidenced by some of them even mentioning that there are now able to buy basic needs and pay 
school fees for their children. However, the income they receive from pineapples is not as high as the 
income they get from other crops like coffee. One farmer mentioned that “Pineapple takes the second 
place after coffee as I get an annual income of 4.5 million shillings with coffee and 120 000 shillings 
per month from pineapples.” Farmers are glad that the company helps them out with other things as 
well, such as setting up the saving groups. 

The survey outcomes are as follows. Farmers and the company strongly disagree on the 
statement that farmers have a guaranteed market for pineapples (s6.1), which farmers score with 
only 26.7%, while the firm is much more positive with 100%. Both score below the average of 82.2% 
on the statement that contract farming provides farmers with a steady income (s6.2, average 61.7%). 
Pineapple is however important for the livelihood of farmers, (s6.4), as it provides farmers with 
investments in other crops (s6.6, average 92.8%), with which Sulma Foods assist farmers (s6.7, 
average 92.8%).  

Concluding, farmers and the company both agree that the contract provides farmers with an 
important income share. The market for pineapple is however not a steady market, so improving this 
would greatly help farmers in their income strategies.  
 
General Conclusions 
The overall scores are quite comparable for the farmers and the company. Farmers are clearly more 
positive about the areas ‘production’ and about ‘contracts’, whereas the company is more positive 
about ‘access to markets’ and, ‘benefits of FF relation’. Farmers and company have more or less the 
same average score for ‘Grading system and record keeping’ and ‘Access to Finance’.  



 

  

The company and farmers are willing and 
looking forward to improve their relations. 
There are some areas where some 
clarifications have to be made to farmers and 
more information should be provided in better 
the relation. Under the challenges of contract 
breach and production, there is need by the 
company to improve the monitoring and 
evaluation team by increasing the number of 
visits, so to monitor farmer’s use of non-
organic fertilisers and herbicides on organic 
pineapples. The explanation to farmers on the 
importance of growing pineapples organically 
and its benefits could also be improved. These measures will increase trust from the company 
towards the farmers and could remove suspicions between both parties. Organising farmers could 
improve their access to finance and to markets. It enables them to market and sell their surplus 
products as a group. The company can promote this by aiding the registration of the current farmer 
groups and highlight the benefits of official groups. Another area to improve would be to enable 
farmers to calculate production costs, keep records and be consistent about it. There is a need to 
highlight the importance of record keeping to farmers so that they are able to make informed 
decisions on the value of the relationship that they have with the company. Farmer’s access to price 
information is important to give them bargaining powers for prices rather than basing on 
assumptions. Refresher trainings for farmers are important for them to continue making use of 
trainings and follow the required agricultural practises. 
 
Highlights across challenge areas according to survey results: 
Agreement on 
high score 
(firm & farm) 

- Farmers are satisfied by being paid in cash  
- The company clearly informs farmers about quality requirements of export markets  
- Farmers are consistent with record keeping 
- Reasons for pineapple rejection are clear 

Agreement on 
low score (firm 
& farm) 

- Farmers have sufficient mulch for pineapple production 
- Contract farming provides farmers with a steady income 

Points of 
discussion 
(firm & farm 
disagree) 

- Farmers are applying organic fertilizer to organic pineapples (farmers agree, firm disagrees) 
- Farmers have savings accounts (farmers disagree, firm agrees) 
- Farmers are satisfied by the market provided by the company (farmers disagree, firm agrees)  
- The farmers follow the rules laid down in the contract (farmers agree, firm disagrees) 
- Farmers are happy to have a guaranteed market for pineapples (farmers disagree, farm agrees) 

 
 
 
 

Reference original business case: Business case report Sulma Foods Ltd – Establishing a common understanding: an 
analysis of firm – farmer contracting and partnership on pineapple production in Uganda. Caroline Thandiwe Chaumba, 
Uganda 2012 
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Case description: (pineapple (1), Uganda) – Appendix  
Challenge area 1: Production 
1.1 Farmers are not applying non organic fertilizer to 

organic pineapples 
1.2 Farmers have sufficient mulch for pineapple 

production 
1.3 The company has provided farmers sufficient 

know-how on pineapple production 
1.4 Farmers are making use of the trainings provided 

by the company 
1.5 Farmers’ yields are increasing 
1.6 Farmers are able to calculate production costs per 

kg of a pineapple 
1.7 The company provides quick feedback to farmers’ 

questions related to production 
1.8 Farmers do not include foreign pineapples from 

other fields during harvest 
1.9 Prices for inputs (pineapple suckers) are 

affordable to farmers 

 

Challenge area 2: Access to Finance  
2.1 Farmers prefer working as farmer groups 
2.2 Farmers are aware of the benefits of working as 

farmer groups 
2.3 In this area, pineapple farmers manage to get bank 

loans 
2.4 Farmers are satisfied by being paid by cash 
2.5 Farmers have savings accounts 

 
Challenge area 3: Access to markets 
3.1 The company is clear about the amount of produce 

it wants to buy from the farmers 
3.2 The company clearly informs farmers about quality 

requirements of export markets 
3.3 There are other pineapple buyers on the market 

for farmers 
3.4 Before starting pineapple production, farmers are 

sensitized about production costs 
3.5 Farmers are aware of the pineapple consumers 
3.6 Farmers are paid a fair price 
3.7 The company pays farmers according to schedule 
3.8 Farmers are satisfied by the market provided by 

the company 
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Challenge area 4: Contracts 
4.1 Each individual farmer understands the content of 

the contract with the company 
4.2 Farmers can always discuss contract issues with 

the company 
4.3 The company takes farmers’ opinion on contract 

matters into consideration 
4.4 The contract does not tie farmers down to the 

company 
4.5 The contract is clear on dispute resolution 
4.6 The farmers follow the rules laid down in the 

contract 
4.7 The company follows the rules laid down in the 

contract 
4.8 Farmers are notified on contract termination 
4.9 The company takes measures for breach of 

contract 

 

Challenge area 5: Grading and record keeping 
5.1 Farmers understand the importance of record 

keeping 
5.2 Farmers practice record keeping 
5.3 Farmers are consistent with record keeping 
5.4 Farmers keep records of the pineapples delivered 

to the company 
5.5 Farmers are aware of the grading system used by 

the company 
5.6 Farmers supply the required grades of pineapples 
5.7 At collection points grading and crating is done 

openly 
5.8 Reasons for pineapple rejection are clear 

 
Challenge area 6: Benefits of Farmer Firm relations 
6.1 Farmers are happy to have a guaranteed market 

for pineapples 
6.2 Contract farming provides farmers with a steady 

home 
6.3 Farmers are happy with the services offered by the 

company 
6.4 Pineapple production is the most important 

livelihood activity for farmers 
6.5 Pineapple farmers are developing other income 

generating activities 
6.6 Pineapple revenues are invested in other crops by 

farmers 
6.7 The company is assisting farers with the other 

income generation projects they pursue  
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